Adjunctive magnesium sulfate infusion does not alter metabolic changes associated with ritodrine tocolysis.
Magnesium sulfate, an agent whose cellular actions might cause metabolic disturbances, has been used concomitantly with ritodrine hydrochloride for preterm labor tocolysis. Although the profound metabolic effects of beta-adrenergic agents have been well described, the possibility that adjunctive magnesium might cause further or unexpected alterations in maternal metabolic parameters has not been fully evaluated. To investigate this question, we prospectively randomized patients, in a blinded fashion, to receive ritodrine plus placebo or ritodrine plus adjunctive magnesium sulfate for preterm labor tocolysis. Serial measurements of potassium, glucose, blood urea nitrogen, and hematocrit were obtained and compared between tocolytic treatment groups. The metabolic changes found were similar in each group and appear to result predominantly from beta-adrenergic stimulation with no apparent perturbations caused by the direct cellular actions of magnesium sulfate. From the metabolic standpoint, it appears that the clinician may use adjunctive magnesium sulfate without fear of accentuating or obscuring the expected beta-adrenergic-induced alterations in the above-mentioned maternal metabolic parameters.